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The consumer journey in automotive rarely starts consistently in the same place and
ends with the purchase or lease of a vehicle. Consumers have multiple entry points
into the sales funnel, whether dealer or OEM websites, third-party websites, social
media or simply walking dealership lots browsing inventory.

In September, the Automotive News Research & Data Center (the Center) partnered
with JM&A Group (JM&A) to explore consumers’ perceptions of the F&I process and
how virtual F&I (VFI) — using technology to complete the F&I process — might change
the perception and ultimately influence the final purchasing decision and loyalty.

The efforts of automotive brands to integrate the customer journey regardless of
where and how prospective buyers enter the sales funnel have been the focus of
automotive sales and marketing leaders for years. Technology has certainly helped
those efforts, and tremendous progress has been made, today delivering a much
better experience across many facets of the journey for automotive consumers.

This study of nearly 1,500 Gen Z, Gen Y, Gen X and baby boomer consumers across
the U.S. examined:

Outside of experiencing the vehicle itself, the financing and insurance (F&I) process
is one that historically has required face-to-face interaction with dealership
personnel before closing the deal. Yet the coronavirus pandemic has accelerated the
interest in and need for automotive retailers to adopt technology to engage
customers in this critical and near-final step of the shopping experience. But are
those efforts working, and what is the impact on consumers’ purchasing decisions?
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•
•
•
•

Expectations of the automotive shopping experience.
Knowledge of F&I and products and services offered.
How they would feel about various aspects of digital retailing.
How VFI might influence their decision to purchase a vehicle and F&I products.

The Center’s partner, JM&A, also provides recommendations on what dealers and
others working in sales and marketing should consider to take the most advantage
of emerging technologies and consumers’ growing interest in digital retailing.

RESPONDENTS
BY GENERATION

RESPONDENTS
BY GENDER

46%

Boomers

43%

Male

26%

Gen X

56%

Female

21%

Gen Y

1%

7%

Gen Z

Other

72% 54%
Respondents who
have 2-4 people
currently living in their
household.

54%

Respondents who
have 2 or 3 vehicles in
their immediate
household.

Respondents who live
in suburbs.
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58%

Respondents whose annual
household income is between
$25,000 and $99,999.

20

Average number of hours
consumers spend
researching vehicle brands,
makes and models.

45%

43% 24%
Respondents who
have visited a car
dealership within the
past 11 months.

Respondents who
have visited a car
dealership within the
past 12-24 months.

What did you do the last time you
visited a car dealership?
27%

Purchased a new vehicle

19%

Purchased a used vehicle

43%

Had service performed

11%

Other (Most often browsing inventory)

Respondents who plan to buy
their next vehicle in the next
6-24 months.
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Key insights and takeaways from our survey of about 1,500
Gen Z, Gen Y, Gen X and baby boomer consumers across the U.S.

1

Consumers are unfamiliar with F&I. Dealers can create positive
experiences that also educate consumers about F&I options, but
getting it wrong risks the sale and future business.

2

Consumers want an efficient experience. Digital retailing products
and services can help deliver efficiency, but dealers should not lose
sight of the importance of human interaction.

3

Digital matters. Online solutions that present available F&I options
can both educate consumers and influence their purchasing
decisions before ever meeting with F&I.
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4

Consumers are unfamiliar with F&I. Dealers can
create positive experiences that also educate
consumers about F&I options, but getting it wrong
risks the sale and future business.
"The right training, performance monitoring and process is critical to the
success of virtual F&I, especially in our contactless economy."
John Smallwood
Chief Operating Officer
Lindsay Automotive Group
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A vast majority of consumers are not very familiar with dealerships’ F&I departments or
products, creating significant opportunity to engage and educate shoppers. Moreover ...
How familiar are you with car dealerships’ F&I departments and
the traditional products many offer?

30%

23%

26%

20%
13%

Less than a quarter of
consumers think they are
familiar with F&I
departments or products.

7%

Not at all
familiar

Not so
familiar
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Somewhat Very familiar
familiar

Extremely
familiar

Respondents not familiar with dealerships’
F&I departments or products*
(By generation)

54%
53%
54%
48%
*Consumers

Boomers
Gen X
Gen Y
Gen Z

responding Not so familiar and Not at all familiar
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… dealers who get the transition to the F&I manager wrong and deliver a poor F&I
experience risk consumer perceptions that could cost the sale and future business.

77%

Consumers who think a poor transition
from a salesperson to an F&I manager
would hurt their perception of the entire
customer experience*

81%

Consumers who think a poor experience in
the F&I department would hurt their
perception of the entire customer
experience*

71%

Consumers who think a poor experience
in the F&I department would affect their
decision to complete the purchase of
their new vehicle*
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How likely would a poor F&I
experience affect your decision to … **

45%

45%

34%

Purchase add-on F&I
products?

Purchase another
vehicle from that
same dealership?

Service your vehicle at
that same dealership?

* Consumers responding A significant impact and A moderate impact.
** Consumers responding Would greatly influence my decision.
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Consumers want an efficient experience. Digital
retailing can help deliver efficiency, but dealers should
not lose sight of the importance of human interaction.

“Virtual F&I is a cutting-edge practice that will solve for the customer
experience and grow dealer profitability.”
Brian Benstock
General Manager and Vice President
Paragon Honda
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Consumers want a speedy process and are interested in some digital solutions that can
educate and create efficiencies before transitioning to F&I, allowing F&I managers to
focus on delivering a great experience while interacting with consumers.
Consumers’ expectations of how long each phase of
the shopping experience should take after they are
done researching vehicle brands, makes and models
(In minutes)
Getting the value of your
Getting the value of your trade-in vehicle.
trade-in vehicle.

53

Negotiating the price of
the price of the vehicle you are
theNegotiating
vehicle
you are
interested in puchasing.
interested in buying.
Evaluating/selecting
add-on
Evaluating and selecting add-on F&I
prodcuts/
packages.
F&I products/packages.
Signing
paperwork
andthe overall
Signing paperwork
and completing
process.
completingF&I
the
F&I process.

Taking
delivery
Taking
delivery ofof
thethe
vehicle you have
purchased.
vehicle you have purchased.
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51
48

Areas where consumers prefer working in person
with someone at the dealership vs. digitally

56% 72%

58

46

When do human
interactions matter most?

~90 Minutes
The amount of time F&I
managers have to build
rapport, educate consumers
and close the deal.

Evaluating/selecting add-on
F&I products/packages.

Signing paperwork and
completing the F&I process.

70%

Negotiating the price of the vehicle
you are interested in buying.
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Most consumers want to work with the same person throughout the entire purchasing
process, making the transition from sales to F&I and the human interaction in the F&I
department critically important to delivering a great — and expedient — experience.
How interested would you be in working
with the same person throughout the entire
purchasing process?

What qualities in dealership personnel do consumers say
would likely influence their purchase?
Consumers’ top three qualities in dealership personnel that would most
influence their decision to purchase add-on F&I products/packages

57%
28%

29%

28%

nd
2

1st
8%

7%

Deep knowledge
of products and
options available.

Empathy for time
already invested
and a desire to
finish quickly.

rd
3
Tech-savvy and
comfortable working
in virtual/digital
environments.

Interesting insight: Half (51%) of consumers thought it
Extremely
interested

Very
interested

Somewhat
interested
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Not so
interested

Not at all
interested

was not very important to have someone specifically trained
in F&I products first present options for their consideration.
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Digital matters. Online solutions that present available
F&I options can both educate consumers and influence
their purchasing decisions before ever meeting with F&I.

"Virtual F&I has been proven to increase customer satisfaction by
creating a seamless and modern way to conduct F&I at a time and place
that’s convenient for consumers."
Scott Gunnell
Group Vice President, Business Strategy and Operational Excellence
JM&A Group
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Digital solutions can accelerate the purchasing process by creating the efficiencies
consumers expect before and during discussions with F&I, while also creating digital and
human-to-human experiences that may influence their final purchasing decisions.

By generation**

79%
44%
27%
22%
7%

Consumers who say that understanding F&I products/packages and the cost before ever meeting
with an F&I manager would influence their final decision to buy add-on products/packages.*

Boomers
Gen X
Gen Y

Gen Z
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The right mix of digital and human interaction can have a
significant influence on consumers’ purchasing decisions

41%
36%

Consumers who say they are likely to finance their next vehicle
through the dealership if available loan/financing options were
offered in an online environment before meeting with F&I.+

34%
28%

Consumers who say they are likely to purchase add-on F&I
products/packages if options were offered in an online
environment before meeting with F&I.+

Consumers who say they are likely to finance their next vehicle
through the dealership if available loan/financing options were
presented in an online environment by an F&I manager.+

Consumers who say they are likely to purchase add-on F&I
products/packages if options were presented in an online
environment by an F&I manager.+
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* Consumers responding Would greatly influence my decision and Would somewhat influence my decision.
** By generation of consumers responding Would greatly influence my decision and Would somewhat influence my decision.
+ Consumers responding Very likely and Likely.

Delivering digital solutions throughout the customer journey can create an enjoyable
experience while building trust, but nearly half of consumers still want human validation.
THE DIGITAL AND HUMAN CUSTOMER JOURNEY

46%

Consumers who say they would enjoy a
virtual/digital experience when
shopping/purchasing their next vehicle.*

40%

Consumers who say they likely would buy their
next vehicle from a dealership that offered a
virtual/digital experience vs. one that did not. **

Why do consumers enjoy virtual/digital experience?
53%

Think they would have more control evaluating/selecting options+

52%

Think it would be easier evaluating/selecting options available+

48%

63%

Think they would have more transparency/trust in available

Would feel less pressured by dealership
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personnel+

options+

44%

Consumers who say they likely would not select
financing options or purchase add-on F&I
products/packages offered online without first
speaking with someone at the dealership. **

WARNING:
DON’T GET IT WRONG!

71%

Consumers who say they are likely to walk away if the F&I package
and add-on products (including cost) selected in a digital
environment did not match the F&I package at vehicle delivery. **
** Consumers
a great extent
andand
To aA moderate
Consumers responding
responding To
A significant
impact
moderate extent.
impact.
**
likely
and Likely.
**Consumers
Consumersresponding
respondingVery
Would
greatly
influence my decision.
+ Consumers responding Strongly agree and Somewhat agree.
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Recommendations on how dealerships should
leverage virtual F&I solutions to engage
customers and drive profitability
by JM&A Group
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It’s important to keep working on your business to meet modern customer
expectations, changing your processes to capitalize on new opportunities.
F&I has stayed relatively consistent for decades but can now evolve to
mirror the rest of the car buyer’s journey.

The movement toward more digital features has affected everything from
early self-guided customer research to service and marketing. It’s easy to
see why this has happened — people are simply accustomed to shopping
online. Companies such as Amazon, born in the digital era, have put a
huge emphasis on speed and convenience. People have responded by
adjusting their expectations of all business interactions, including when
shopping for a car.
VFI lets you provide the kind of experience that will connect with such an
audience, bringing one of the most traditional parts of car buying online.
When considering the effects of COVID-19 on how dealers sell vehicles,
VFI is a natural progression that is well-suited to contactless processes
but will stay relevant even with in-person dealership visits back at prepandemic levels.
VFI doesn’t have to be a complete change in the way your team does
business. You are still selling the same F&I products and moving the
customer along the pathway to a completed purchase. Provided your
dealership makes a strong effort to enact these processes and practices,
with the right technological infrastructure in place and staff prepared to
handle their new responsibilities, the evolution can be smooth and deliver
great results.
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Giving your customers more freedom and information
What’s the main difference between customer attitudes today and those a
decade or more ago? People are more committed than ever to doing
things themselves, conducting plenty of research before ever engaging
with a company and trusting the information they collect independently.
This self-guided online research is a big part of the auto buying journey. In
fact, more than half (55%) of consumers responding to Automotive News’
survey said they would rather research vehicles they are interested in
buying digitally vs. in person.

This preference extends to all parts of the journey, leaving a window of
opportunity for VFI to keep buyers engaged. Consumers who choose a
digital interaction when given the choice can transition smoothly from
their preliminary research to making their F&I purchases.
Your dealership website contains plenty of data on F&I products, so
shoppers can do some research in advance of their VFI video calls. That
creates a sense of comfort and preparedness, putting less pressure on
the representative or buyer and ensuring this part of the process mirrors
the earlier vehicle research that buyers are putting in.

Getting that level of comfort really matters in F&I, with only 20% of
consumers telling Automotive News researchers they are “very” or
“extremely” familiar with F&I products. Meanwhile, 30% said they don't
know about these offerings at all, and 79% of respondents confirmed that
knowing their options before they speak with the F&I manager would
influence their purchasing intentions.
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Mixing human and digital interactions
Information isn’t the only thing your customers want. They’re also
interested in an experience that is as convenient and friction-free as
possible. This is a major factor behind converting more parts of the
buyer’s journey into digital formats. Online purchasing can be a highly
user-friendly process, making VFI a natural addition.
Mixing digital features with good old-fashioned human interaction is the
crux of the modern auto buyer’s journey. The online elements add speed,
convenience and a feeling of reduced pressure. The human side of things
provides validation to the 44% of shoppers who told Automotive News’
researchers they would probably not buy an F&I product unless they had
spoken with a staff member about it.

Strategic development should link the new VFI strategy with overall
dealership objectives. Everything from purchasing hardware and software
to employee education should flow from this initial strategy. By
implementing a sturdy framework for F&I professionals to take on this new
methodology, you can set them up for success. JM&A Group's guide to this
process can help you through it point by point.
Giving yourself a path to ongoing profits
F&I revenue is essential for your dealership's ongoing success, and you
can lock in even more profits with a properly installed VFI platform.
Customers who are able to perform important steps of the path to
purchasing online, including viewing VFI meetings and signing paperwork,
are providing essential data while they do so.

Creating this positive, best-of-both-worlds experience for your customers
means getting staff on board early. From the earliest stages of
implementing VFI, it pays to educate both the F&I department and sales
staff about how the potential to host VFI meetings creates a smooth path
to purchasing that buyers will react to.

A customer who logs into your dealership website to review F&I product
information after the purchase is creating rich information for you to store
in a customer profile. The more steps of the journey you can put into a
digital format, on a well-designed and easy-to-use website, the more touch
points you’ll have for collecting this data.

The technology tools should be on par with employees’ skills and
preparedness. Your dealership needs to have a strong website
architecture with a customer-facing account management portal, as well
as internal features your team can use to follow up with and reach out to
buyers. There must be a consistent, integrated online experience that
spans both online and in-person interactions to match today's buyer
journeys.

With that data in hand, you are better equipped to serve buyers in the
months and years ahead. You can offer personalized deals and discounts
or promote purchases in the fixed-operations department, creating a
lasting connection between dealership and customer. In these ways,
enabling digital research isn’t just about research, and VFI isn’t just about
F&I. These are both components of an overall move to a data-rich version
of the customer journey that is a perfect subject for business intelligence.
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Stories from the road: How VFI helped one dealership group connect with customers in new ways
Lindsay Automotive, an expanding dealership group in the mid-Atlantic region, recently implemented a new VFI option, seeking to sell vehicles to consumers who
prefer not to buy in person at the dealership. The implementation started as a pilot program in 2018 and was accelerated to deliver a more touch-free
purchasing process for all buyers in the wake of COVID-19. Fortunately, the F&I team was prepared to make the move.
With the new option for VFI in place, two important kinds of satisfaction have improved — both customers and employees are now happier. Buyers are pleased
with the smooth online process, one that is part of a true digital buyer's journey. At the same time, the F&I team is glad to have a greater opportunity to make
sales on every car purchase, whether the journey takes place in the showroom or online.
The four major objectives with the new VFI approach were:

•
•
•
•

Communication, keeping all personnel at all levels up to date.
Training, with encouragement and support for the staff.
Confidence, making sure transactions are carried out with assurance.
Customer satisfaction, actively generating positive experiences.

The actual process of getting this new approach to F&I up and running involved training, change management and technology. The human part of the
transformation was essential and began with leadership. When managers of the Lindsay F&I team understood what their personnel would be expected to do and
why the new processes would be valuable and important, they could spread those lessons to the team.
The fact that VFI is similar to the customer meetings involved with physical F&I helped the education go smoothly. Employees are still leading customers through
a menu of possible purchasing options; they are simply doing so in a new, virtual format.
The technology side of the equation was also important, and it, too, went smoothly. Rather than installing whole new technology platforms, the dealership's
existing digital resources were integrated with the new VFI process. Through role-played example deals, F&I managers learned the ins and outs of making their
sales pitches digitally.
Because of the early success of the process, it is now rolling out to all of the auto group's dealerships. With JM&A consultants available to provide advice and
skills assistance around the clock, and weekly reviews of sales numbers and details, the F&I experience and results are on a steady upward trajectory.
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Getting started on your VFI transformation
Beginning the move to VFI doesn’t have to be complicated, but it must be
handled right. As the Automotive News research shows, 71% of customers
would walk away from a sale if the F&I products presented when they take
delivery of a vehicle didn’t match what they agreed to in a VFI transaction.
This includes cost — alignment must be perfect between all the steps in
the sales process, no matter what the balance between online and inperson interactions may be.
VFI holds ample rewards for dealerships that put in the effort to get things
right. This means giving customers an online experience they will want to
use and equipping staff with the tools and knowledge to please those
shoppers.
As with so many corners of retail, the future of auto sales involves greater
digital engagement. Your dealership can embrace this transition in several
ways, with VFI implementation being one of the most prominent examples.
The long stagnation of the F&I process can be overcome, and when it is,
you are on the way to delivering a future-proofed customer experience.
To learn more about how VFI is working and how to make it work for you,
read the JM&A Group Introduction to VFI or reach out directly for an
obligation-free conversation with our experts.
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Contacts
To learn more about JM&A Group and gain insight and perspectives on
how VFI solutions can drive your business objectives, please contact any
of the following or visit www.jmagroup.com.

Nicholas Funsch

Director, Retail Strategy
Jim Moran & Associates, Inc.
+1 (954) 363-5883
nicholas.funsch@jmagroup.com

Jonathan Jordan

Manager, Sales Strategy
Jim Moran & Associates, Inc.
+1 (954) 242-0581
jonathan.jordan@jmagroup.com
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About custom research From the Automotive News Research & Data Center
The Automotive News Research & Data Center is partnering with the auto industry to create custom research initiatives to deliver data-driven insight and
perspectives pertinent to their businesses. For more information about our custom research capabilities, contact Steve Schmith, executive
director of custom research and data strategy, at steve.schmith@crain.com.
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